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A Neural Networks (NN) model is one of the most widely used technique in the
Artificial Intelligence (AI) area. A lot of effort has been done in order of defining op-
timal architectures of the networks. In spite of this effort, how to use unsupervised
techniques to set up a recurrent topology is still an open question in the researcher
community. In this project we propose to investigate evolutionary and unsupervised
techniques (such as: self-organized maps and topographic maps) for developing self-
organized recurrent NNs. The technique will be inspired in the intrinsic and wiring
plasticity presented in the biological neurons. Plasticity refers to the fact that a
neuron is able to update itself some local parameters. Most often in AI applica-
tions, the NN topology is considered temporal-independent (it is fixed during all the
learning process). This assumption is contrary to the brain mechanisms, the biolog-
ical neurons are interconnected according to synaptic plasticity, which can change in
time. We plan to develop optimal architectures for deep RNNs that evolve in time,
and the algorithm will be inspired of the biological plasticity of the nervous system.
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Students profile: the students should have good knowledge in programming lan-
guages, as well as some notions in statistics and numerical optimisation methods.
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